
Getting into Character
If you are playing OOWatt:

• Think of yourself as a police inspector. 

• Speak slowly and with authority. 

• Stand up straight. 

• Be suspicious of everything, keep looking  

around as though you’re expecting 

to see the evildoer everywhere. 

If you are playing Terawattus Energivorus:

• Think of yourself as evil. 

• Hunch over. 

• Walk with a limp. 

• Speak with a deep, growly voice.

Script 

• The classroom lights are off.

• OOWatt enters, holding a flashlight,  

and prowls around the classroom. He seems  

to be looking for something or someone.

OOWatt

Hello, my name is Inspector Watt. Double-oh Watt.  

I am looking for the abominable Terawattus Energivorus. 

Do you know him? This is what he looks like.

• OOWatt shows the class the wanted poster  

for Terawattus Energivorus and places it on the 

blackboard chalk tray. 

OOWatt

If you see him, let me know! 

• Terawattus Energivorus turns on the lights. 

• OOWatt jumps. 

Terawattus Energivorus 

Ha, ha! Do you really think you can catch me,  

you Double-0-nothing? 
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Note
OOWatt  
and Terawattus  
can be played by  
a boy or a girl.
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• OOWatt is cross. That’s not his name!

OOWatt

My name is OOWatt!

• Terawattus Energivorus speaks in a triumphant tone.

Terawattus Energivorus 

Ha! Be quiet! You’ll never catch me. There are  

millions of people on my side. They all love using  

tons of energy! 

• OOWatt speaks like a superhero. 

OOWatt 

Not so fast, you energy-gobbling heap of scrap metal!  

I am here to stop you from taking over the world.

• With a sweeping gesture, OOWatt indicates  

the students.

OOWatt 

And I have plenty of assistants to help me.  

Together we’ll get rid of you, and people will  

stop wasting energy. 

• Terawattus Energivorus is sure of himself, mocking. 

Terawattus Energivorus 

Good luck, my friend. I am invincible! I’m going  

to continue to infect people all over the world and 

devour all the energy I can. Gnahahaha! 

• Terawattus Energivorus leaves the room with  

a menacing laugh. 

• OOWatt talks to the class in a confidential tone.

OOWatt 

I have to go after him, but I’m going to need your help.  

You’ll find everything we need to carry out our mission  

in the Toolkit. Good luck!  
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Note
After their
performance,
the actors can
take a bow.




